!involves!the!analysis!of! redundant!data!objects!that!must!exist!in!a! system.!From!found!inconsistencies!in!the! redundant!data!it!is!possible!to!hypothesize! attack!scenarios.!The!drawback!to!this! technique!is!that!if!there!is!a!lack!of!data! with!which!to!corroborate!events!(no!IDS! logging,!disabled!firewall!logging,!etc),!such! as!in!standard!home!computers,!it!is! entirely!possible!that!an!attacker!could! forge!or!simply!remove!required!redundant! traces.!This!dependency!on!the!existence!of! redundant!data!is!useful!in!environments! with!strict!logging!and!security!policies,!but! may!have!issues!reliably!scaling!down!to!the! level!of!the!average!home!computer.! Temporal!Logic!of!Security!Actions!(SXTLA)! is!a!LogicXBased!Language!for!Digital! Investigations! (Rekhis,!2008 )!which! represents!the!system!using!stateXbased! logic.!By!combining!preXdefined!generic! scenario!fragments!with!the!created!system! model,!undesirable!states!may!be!found! from!which!evidence!may!be!derived.!From! the!combination!of!recurring!scenario! fragments!and!found!evidence,!formulation! of!possible!event!scenarios!can!occur.!A! weakness!of!this!method!comes!from!the! definition!of!scenario!fragments.!These! must!be!preXdefined,!and!are!unable!to!be! automatically!generated!given!a!suspect! system.!This!means!that!if!a!fragment!is!not! defined!for!a!certain!action,!or!set!of!actions,! then!undesirable!states!correlating!to!this! fragment!would!not!be!identified.!Without! the!definition!of!fragments!for!each!possible! action,!at!most,!a!partial!view!of!the!total! action!and!evidence!would!be!considered.! The!Finite!State!Machine!approach! proposed!by!(Gladyshev!&!Patel,!Finite!State! Machine!Approach!to!Digital!Event! Reconstruction,!2004)!models!the!system!as! an!FSM!whose!transitions!may!be!backX traced!from!the!state!the!system!was!found.! Witness!observations!are!used!to!restrict! the!possible!transitions!of!the!system.!From! this!restricted!backXtracing,!possible! incident!scenarios!may!be!found.!Since!this! method!considers!each!possible!transition! in!the!model,!exponential!growth!of!the! state!space!is!an!issue.!This!greatly!limits! the!methods!ability!to!model!complex!realX world!systems.! ! Contribution( This!paper!expands!upon!the!idea!of!using! formal!analysis!to!test!the!feasibility!of!a! given!witness!statement.!To!do!this,!a!novel! approach!to!formally!defining!the!system!is! given.!An!algorithm!is!proposed!to! represent!the!system!as!a!deterministic! finite!automaton!(DFA)!that!encodes!the!set! of!system!computations!as!a!set!of!strings.! Witness!statements!are!then!formally! defined!as!restrictions!on!strings!accepted! by!the!DFA. ! Organization( The!remainder!of!this!paper!is!comprised!of! four!sections.!In!the!first!section!an!informal! overview!of!the!method!is!given.!The!second! section!explains!how!to!derive!a!DFA! representative!of!the!computations!of!the! system.!The!third!section!applies!automata! intersection!using!both!the!system!and! witness!statement!models!to!test!validity!of! the!given!witness!statement.!This!process!is! illustrated!in!a!given!case!study.!Finally,! considerations!of!the!strengths!and! weaknesses!of!the!proposed!method!will!be! given.! 
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